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Chain Rainbow marker
PATENT  METS NOMINATION 2003         

           

Coloured plastic inserts for fitting into chain links. 
Sold in kits for marking 25 cm of calibrated chain. 

 Chain markers | Chains | Mooring | Chain Insert colours For calibrated 
chain Ø mm

No of 
inserts white  blue  yellow  red  green

01.500.06BI 01.500.06BL 01.500.06GI 01.500.06RO 01.500.06VE 6 14
01.500.08BI 01.500.08BL 01.500.08GI 01.500.08RO 01.500.08VE 8 10
01.500.10BI 01.500.10BL 01.500.10GI 01.500.10RO 01.500.10VE 10 8
01.500.12BI 01.500.12BL 01.500.12GI 01.500.12RO 01.500.12VE 12 8

Chain Rainbow marker kit, assorted colours
PATENT  METS NOMINATION 2003         

           

Package of assorted Chain Rainbow markers to mark a whole length of chain. 
The kit includes markers in 5 colours (white, blue, yellow, red and green).

 Chain markers | Chains | Mooring | Chain Code For calibrated chain Ø mm No of inserts
01.501.06 6 70
01.501.08 8 50
01.501.10 10 40
01.501.12 12 40
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Mooring device and anchor chain gripper
AISI 316 Designed to be hooked to the chain link, it relieves tension from the chain, and

therefore  prevents abnormal loads on the windlass.  
Made of polished precision-cast AISI 316 stainless steel. 

 Chains | Chain stoppers | Safety | Mooring |Chain Code For chain Ø mm
01.744.06 6/8
01.744.10 10/12

 

KONG Chain gripper stainless steel U-bolt
A special U-bolt used to connect the second anchor chain to each point of the main anchor chain. 
A traditional shackle is very often difficult to fit into the narrow links of a calibrated chain.

 Connectors | Anchors | Chain grippers | Kong | Code For chain Ø mm
01.743.01 6/8
01.743.02 10/12

 

PAOMAR anchor retriever
Made of fiberglass reinforced polymer. It always retrieves the anchor and the line. 
Adjustable release load from 20 to 200 kg, long lasting in the marine environment.

 Anchors | Anchor retrieval | PAOMAR | Tangled Code To be used with
anchors up to kg hulls up to m lines chains

01.101.00 8 8 YES YES

 

Anchor retriever
AISI 316 Made of AISI 316 stainless steel, it is used to retrieve anchors that are tangled in

lines, sag of chains, chains or others.
 

 Anchors | Anchor retrieval | Tangled anchorsCode Ø mm
01.102.00 180
21Boating simply
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